Forensic Evidence, 3 credits, class no. 34484
Days/Times: Mondays and Wednesdays, 2:30-4:20 p.m.

Forensic Evidence is designed to immerse the student in current forensic methods practiced by working officers, evidence technicians and forensic scientists. Lecture theory will be heavily reinforced by application of practical laboratory performance assessments to assure that the student will have a working knowledge to effectively search, recognize, collect and package probative evidence. Curriculum is designed based upon current recognized and peer reviewed forensic protocols, methods and technology. The Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory Physical Evidence Handbook's methods are also incorporated into presented techniques.

Criminal Justice Internship, 3 credits, class no. 34482

Integrates learned classroom theory and skills with real-life experience under the direct supervision of practitioners. Students are placed within an agency to interact, observe and participate to a limited degree with practitioners during the performance of their regular duties. Students receive intense one-on-one instruction in developing useful skills based on field experience.

Prerequisites: Instructor approval (Jack Pace), completion of two semesters (30 credits and all 1st year core program courses) in the Criminal Justice Program and a 2.5 GPA. Travel to internship site is the responsibility of the student. Students may need to pass a criminal background examination by the supervising agency. Contact information for Jack Pace: 608-245-5884 and jpace@madisoncollege.edu.

Emergency Dispatch Communications, 3 credits, class no. 34485
Days/Times: Fridays, 9:00-11:50 a.m.

This course addresses the basics of Emergency Dispatch Communications, the situations encountered in an emergency communications environment and the basic skills necessary to collect information in both emergency and non-emergency situations.